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Abstract—Thermal ablation of a tumor with radio frequenc
~rf! energy from a small probe inserted into the solid tumor c
be accomplished with minimal invasiveness under guida
with magnetic resonance imaging~MRI!. A theoretical study is
presented of 3D temperature distribution dynamics in tis
with rf heating to show the feasibility of fast numerical solutio
for repeated simulations during an ablation procedure. Mo
simulations are intended to be used during an ablation tr
ment together with temperature field images obtained by MR
predict the effect of alternative strategies of source heating
placement. A feature of the model is that it incorporates a h
source term that varies with distance from the rf probe to av
the need for solving electric field equations. The effects
perfusion and internal cooling of the rf probe on the tempe
ture distribution are simulated to show the model flexibili
Using a personal computer~PC!, numerical solution of the
model equations required 10 s to 2 min depending on
perfusion–temperature relationship. The results show the fe
bility of using thermal model simulations in an iterative mann
with MR images to help guide thermal ablation procedures
the clinical setting. ©2002 Biomedical Engineering Societ
@DOI: 10.1114/1.1519263#

Keywords—Radio frequency ablation, Thermal model, Coag
lative necrosis, Bioheat equation, Modeling, Intervention
MRI.

INTRODUCTION

Thermal ablation~a.k.a. coagulative necrosis! of a tu-
mor using radio frequency~rf! energy from a small probe
can be accomplished with minimal invasiveness un
guidance with magnetic resonance imaging~MRI!.11

From an electrode at the probe tip, an alternating elec
current passes through the tissue to cause heating
can lead to cell death and apoptosis depending on
temperature and duration of heating.15,22 MR systems can
assist in inserting and positioning the rf probe, monit
ing the thermal therapy, and evaluating the proced
results. Ablation monitoring by MR provides temperatu
maps in addition to anatomical tissue-contrast imag
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These temperature maps acquired repeatedly during
procedure can assist the clinician in maximizing tum
destruction and minimizing damage to the surround
normal tissue. Characteristics of MRI have been used
examine the tissue temperature distribution produced
the rf heat source using low field strength magnets.5,20

Currently, procedural decisions with respect to s
quential positioning the probe and the conditions of t
rf energy input rely solely on the experience of the c
nician in interpreting the MRI data. If, in addition to MR
images, model simulations were available to the clinic
to predict tissue temperature and ablated regions w
little or no perfusion during a procedure, then the effe
tiveness and reliability of this interventional treatme
could be improved. Such improvement requires th
model simulations of 3D tissue temperature dynamics
accomplished many times during the procedure. To m
this clinically feasible, each model simulation should
accomplished in the order of seconds using a perso
computer~PC!. The main objective of this study is to
show that fast simulations are feasible with a nov
model and a combination of well-established and e
cient numerical methods.

A typical rf ablation procedure involves inserting th
MR-compatible rf probe into the desired location with
a tumor under near real-time MR guidance. For inters
tial thermal ablation, the rf power input is sustaine
between 6 and 40 min depending on the desired les
volume.13 The duration of the ablation heating in a prob
position is based on estimates of the time required
reach an approximate thermal steady state. This may
significantly longer than necessary to produce the o
mal damage. A better determination of the optimal du
tion can be achieved by a model that can quantitativ
evaluate thermal damage with time at any point in t
tumor. With respect to the target tissues of interest
this study as well as clinical preference, we will consid
ablations that take about 10 min. During an ablati
procedure, a sequence of heating and imaging might c
sist of successive periods of heating for 15 s followed

f
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FIGURE 1. Probe along the z axis in the
center of the x-y plane of a discretized
cube of tissue. Tumor tissue centrally lo-
cated; grid pattern illustrates the spatial
discretization.
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temperature image acquisition for 5 s. At the end of
ablation procedure, tissue-contrast images may be
tained to determine the extent of tumor ablation. If t
tumor is not sufficiently ablated, then the rf probe
repositioned within the tumor and another ablation p
cedure is performed. If many model simulations could
performed within a few minutes and modified as need
by comparison to MR temperature images, then a cl
cian would have a better basis for predicting the effe
of each step in an ablation procedure. This interact
process involving model simulation and data acquisit
could be repeated for each 10 min ablation period.

Mathematical models developed to describe the tis
temperature dynamics associated with rf ablation a
include a concomitant model of the electric field dist
butions to determine current density.10,12,14,19Although
not usually reported, the numerical solution of the
equations takes much longer than 1 min on a PC, mak
impractical the process of continually repeated simu
tions and comparison with MR images during an ablat
procedure. Therefore, we present an alternative m
ematical model of the tissue temperature dynamics a
ciated with rf ablation that allows a much faster solutio
This model with a heat source that decreases with
tance from the rf probe obviates the need for expl
inclusion of the electric field equations. For numeric
solution of the bioheat model equation, we modify a
combine efficient algorithms that provide sufficiently fa
simulations to be feasible for use in guiding an ablat
sequence during a treatment procedure.

In the following sections, a model of 3D tissue tem
perature dynamics is presented. This model incorpor
a heat source term based on the decreasing current
in tissue with distance from the rf probe. Furthermore,
produce a fast numerical solution, the method of lines
applied with spatial derivatives discretized using
fourth-order approximation to produce an initial-valu
problem solved efficiently with a sparse-stiff integrato
-

-
-

s

From simulations of the temperature distributions of t
model, the effects of thermal damage on perfusion a
internal cooling of the rf probe are examined to show t
versatility of the model. Then, MR temperature measu
ments from preliminary experiments with excised liv
are shown for comparison with model simulations. O
model provides distinct advantages for analyzing the
fects of rf tumor heating and ablation relative to prev
ously published models. Finally, we discuss future qu
titative validation of this modeling approach to assist
MRI guidance of tumor ablation in a clinical setting.

THERMAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT

We model the dynamic temperature distribution in
cube of tissue in which the tumor is centrally locat
~Fig. 1!. Within the tumor, electric current from the r
probe produces a distributed heat source. The hea
dissipated by thermal conduction through the tissue
uptake by blood flowing through primarily small vesse
that perfuse the tissue. We can quantify and predict
temperature distribution dynamics in tissue as a con
quence of rf thermal ablation based on a local h
balance:14,17

]T

]t
5a¹2T2v~r ,t !@T2Tb#1s~r ,t !, ~1!

where the temperatureT(r ,t) is a function of r, the
three-dimensional position vector, andt, time. The do-
main for each side of the cube is the interval@2L,L#.
The terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~1! represent
heat transfer in tissue by conduction~or thermal diffu-
sion!, the heat loss by perfusion, and the rf heat sour
Since tissue thermal diffusivitya increases slightly with
temperature~,0.5%/°C!,6 we represent the change as
linear function:
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1154 P. C. JOHNSON and G. M. SAIDEL
a~T!5a01a1@T2Tb#. ~2!

The rate of heat loss by perfusion depends on the
fusion v and the difference between the local tiss
temperatureT and blood input or~basal! temperature of
tissue Tb . The perfusion functionv(r ,t) varies with
position and time as a consequence of reduced perfu
by blood coagulation associated with ablation. To app
ciate the effect of temperature history on perfusion,
can compare the effects of two representations of
dependence of perfusion on temperature. First, consid
simple model in which perfusion exists locally in th
tissue as long as the tissue temperature is below a cri
value, TC :

v~r ,t !5v0U@TC2T~0,t !#, ~3!

whereU@ # is the unit step function.
Generally, the perfusion at any position and time m

be described using a probability model, which refle
the local variability of the thermal response in tissu
Based on a two-state Markov process with a transit
probability b(t) between normal and thermally damag
states, the perfusion function is proportional to the pro
ability, PU , of no thermal damage:

v~r ,t !5v0PU5v0 expF E
0

t

b~r ,t !dtG . ~4!

The transition probability can be represented
Arrhenius-type activation:

b~r ,t !5A$exp@2B/T~r ,t !#%U@T2T0#, ~5!

whereA and B are constants. A tissue damage model
this character has been used by others.12,17 With appro-
priate parameter values, Eq.~4! would indicate no dam-
age even with chronic heating below a reference te
perature T0 ~about 41 °C!;18 above some temperatur
level ~about 60 °C!, the rate of thermal damage is hig
and approaches a maximum.

The probe electrode is considered as a uniform l
source located by the 3D position vectorr p ~for conve-
nience set at thex-y center along thez axis of the tissue
cube from 2Lp to Lp). From the probe, the rf hea
sources(r ,t) is a known function of the measured inp
power hp(t) and varies inversely with the square of th
distance from the probe,r 2r p :

rÞr p, s~r ,t !5hp~ t !/@r 2r p#2. ~6!

In other words, the source is defined only outside
domain 2Lp<z<Lp , x5y50. A formal derivation is
-

n

a

l

given in Appendix A. This distance relationship for the
heat source has been validated experimentally.24 The
probe electrode temperature variation with time is o
tained independently:

r 5r p :T5Tp~ t !. ~7!

In other words, the temperature is specified only in t
domain 2Lp<z<Lp , x5y50. Initially, the tissue is
assumed to be at a known basal temperature:

t50: T5T0~r !. ~8!

With a step input of rf power, we can simulate the pro
temperature change with the approximation:

Tp~ t !5Tb1TD@12exp~2t/t!#, ~9!

where t is a characteristic response time. Since t
boundaries of the cube surrounding the tumor are
enough from the heat source, the temperature remain
the basal level:

r 5r `: T5Tb . ~10!

In other words, this condition applies whenx, y, or z has
the valuesL or 2L.

An analytical solution of a special case of this mod
~Appendix B! is used for validation of the numerica
solution.

NUMERICAL METHODS

For numerical solution, our objective is to impleme
a method that is sufficiently fast to simulate temperat
distributions assuming alternative power inputs and
sitions of the rf electrode. To aid in decision makin
during MRI-guided treatment, the model must be able
predict the tissue temperature distributions for vario
tumor ablation strategies. A necessary tradeoff for sho
simulation times is reduced spatial resolution. Furth
more, for low cost application in the clinical setting, th
computation can be accomplished on a personal c
puter ~PC! whose speed and memory are sufficient, su
as the one used for this study~600 MHz processor, 512
Mbytes of RAM!. Our strategy in developing a suitab
method for simulations is to use state-of-the-art alg
rithms that are robust, well tested, and easily imp
mented. For a geometrically simple system~e.g., tissue
cube!, we apply the method of lines o
semidiscretization.9

In this case, the spatial derivatives of the model a
represented in Cartesian coordinates. By discretizing
spatial derivatives of the model with the boundary co
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1155Simulation of rf Tumor Ablation
ditions incorporated, we convert the model from a pa
bolic differential equation into a set of differentia
difference equations that constitute an initial-val
problem. Each equation represents the temperature
specific spatial node. The spatial discretization is acco
plished based on a 3D extension of an efficient 1D co
with fourth-order accuracy~DSS044!16 available from
the Internet ~http://www.lehigh.edu/;wes1/wes1.html!.
The resulting initial-value problem is integrated usi
LSODES,8 an efficient code for stiff and sparse system
available from the Internet~http://www.netlib.org/cgi-bin/
search.pl!. A Lahey PCFORTRAN compiler was used to
execute these codes.

To test the accuracy of our program, we compared
method of lines solution with the numerical evaluation
an analytical solution of a special case of the bioh
transfer model~Appendix B!. The analytical solution was
evaluated usingMATLAB ~Mathworks!. Summations were
truncated when the difference between successive s
mations was less than 1%. For the (11)3 node system,
the numerical solution agrees with the analytical solut
within 3% near the boundaries and 0.1% elsewhere.
(21)3 node system increases the accuracy, reducing
error to 0.4% near the boundaries and 0.02% everywh
else. The simulation with the (11)3 node system required
;12 s to reach 95% of steady state, while the simulat
with the (21)3 node system required;49 min to reach
95% of steady state. Since the accuracy associated
the smaller number of nodes is sufficient for clinic
application and the computational time is much less,
used this discretization for almost all simulations.

MR MEASUREMENTS

For preliminary comparison with model simulation
we obtained MR temperature data from an excised n
mal bovine liver. Ablation experiments were perform
with a liver, refrigerated overnight, placed in a 0.2
resistive MR imager~Magnetom Open, Siemens Medic
Systems!. A copper probe with a 2 cmexposed electrode
coupled to a rf ablation generator~No. RFG-3C, Radi-
onics! was inserted into the liver. To complete the circu
a ground pad~84 cm2! was placed under the liver pro
viding a return path for the current. Using an ech
shifted, gradient recalled echo~ES-GRE! sequence~5 s
acquisition time!, phase images that produce relati
temperature fields were acquired at 15 s intervals.

All images were taken perpendicular to the rf probe
easily examine deviations from symmetry. Before cre
ing a lesion, a reference phase image at a known t
perature was obtained for calibration of the experimen
MR phase images with measured tissue temperature.
tissue was heated for 600 s to a steady state by m
taining the probe tip at approximately 90 °C. A the
mistor located at the tip of the probe measured the te
a

-

h

-

e
-

perature at the probe–tissue interface. Temperature m
were then calculated form the difference between
reference and the experimental phase images.5 This MR
thermometry technique has an accuracy of62 °C.

From a susceptibility artifact, the probe location w
determined and calibrated by the thermistor. The te
perature data was filtered spatially~using a 333
smoothing filter! and temporally ~using a three-point
moving average filter! to reduce noise. Steady state tem
peratures were approached within 250 s after hea
began. The temperature decreases rapidly with dista
from the probe heat source~Fig. 2!.

MODEL SIMULATIONS

Simulation Strategy

Through model simulations we can examine the
fects of perfusion,v, heat input rate,hp , rf probe tem-
perature,Tp , and temperature dependence of therm
diffusivity, a, on the temperature distribution in tissue.
key objective is to find a simulation strategy for increa
ing heat transfer from the rf electrode to the tissue
riphery in order to increase the potential size of t
ablated tissue~lesion!. To account for a decrease in he
loss with ablation, we consider perfusion to depend
local tissue damage based on local temperature his
As described in the earlier section on model develo
ment, we present two models for the change of lo
perfusion with temperature. The simpler model assum
that local perfusion is eliminated when the tissue te
perature reaches a threshold critical value,Tc . With the
more general model, tissue damage reduces local pe
sion according to the local temperature history and
Arrhenius activation function.12,17 An issue to be ad-
dressed is the tradeoff between the generality of
perfusion modeling and the simulation speed.

FIGURE 2. Mean spatial temperature distribution of eight
equal radial distances as measured by MRI thermometry in
an excised bovine liver during an ablation procedure. Three
time points are shown: 100, 200, and 600 s.
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FIGURE 3. Simulated tissue temperature distribution after 600 s of heating with no perfusion and constant thermal diffusivity.
TbÄ37 °C, TpÄ90 °C, h pÄ4.0, tÄ20, FOVÄ46.8 mm3. Nodes: 11 3, CPU processing time: 20 s: „a… Plane perpendicular to probe
in the x-y plane. „b… Plane along the length of probe in the z-x plane.
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Another important aspect of model simulation is d
termining the maximum heat input. If the heat input ra
is too great, then the tissue temperature can rise ab
100 °C causing vaporization and carbonization.7 In this
case, the rate of heat transfer in tissue would decre
and the lesion size would not reach its potential.
setting the power input so that the maximum tissue te
perature is no more than 90 °C, an accidental increas
the vaporization point can be avoided. With a rf pro
that is not internally cooled, the maximum temperatu
occurs in tissue adjacent to the probe where the cur
density is highest. However, if the rf probe is interna
cooled, then the maximum temperature will occur
tissue at some distance from the probe.1 In this case, the
heat input ratehp(t) can be increased while keeping th
tissue within the maximum temperature constraint. Eff
tively, the temperature of the internally cooled rf pro
can be decoupled from the heat input. This situation
simulated by making the step difference in temperat
(TD) negative so that the steady-state probe tempera
(Tb1TD) becomes significantly lower than the surroun
ing tissue temperature.

Simulation Parameters

Parameter values used for the model simulations w
derived from various sources. Thermal diffusivity (a
50.15 mm2/s) was based on measurements in hum
liver tissue as published in previous literature.6 The basal
perfusion,v, was calculated based on a perfusion rate
42 mL/~100 g min!. For comparison with experimenta
data, the input power,hp(t), was calculated from experi
mental data and Eq.~A3! in Appendix A. For simulation
with the standard probe,hp54.0 with an average curren
input of 400 mA; for simulation with the internally
cooled probe,hp59.0 for which the tissue temperatur
did not exceed 90 °C. In the absence of specific exp
mental data, the probe temperature,Tp , was modeled as
e

e

t

e

an exponential function with a 20 s time constant~t! and
a steady-state maximum of 90 °C. For the interna
cooled probe,Tp520 °C in the steady state. For simula
tions of in vivo tissue, the basal tissue temperature w
Tb537 °C. The field of view~domain of the simulation!
was 46.8 mm in each direction, which provides cons
tency between experimental data and simulations. For
threshold perfusion model,TC560 °C. Parameters of the
Arrhenius equation,A and B, were estimated12 to be
2.9e37 and 3e4.

Temperature Distributions and Transient Responses

As a reference simulation, we consider the simp
case of ablating nonperfused tissue with constant pr
erties. In the plane perpendicular to a centrally loca
probe, the temperature distribution is circularly symm
ric about the probe when tissue properties are homo
neous and isotropic@Fig. 3~a!#. With only a few tempera-
ture nodes, especially in the neighborhood of the orig
isotherms appear noncircular as a consequence of in
polation by simple contour algorithm~contourf.m,MAT-

LAB, MathWorks!. To minimize this artifact, we applied
a two-dimensional bicubic interpolation of the simulatio
results ~interp2.m, MATLAB , MathWorks!. When the
probe lies in the plane of a temperature map, the te
perature distribution reflects the longitudinal shape as
ciated with the probe electrode that occupies the cen
node points@Fig. 3~b!#. The simulation results can als
be displayed in terms of the temporal response of
tissue temperature to the rf heating at specific distan
from probe ~Fig. 4!. With increasing distance from th
probe, the response time is longer and the steady-s
temperature is lower. Although not shown, the tempe
ture dependence of thermal diffusivity has only a slig
effect on the temperature distribution.

Simulations based on a threshold and temperature
tory models can be compared to the simulation w
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1157Simulation of rf Tumor Ablation
constant perfusion~Fig. 5!. At a fixed distance~4.6 mm!
from the probe, the constant perfusion model reache
steady-state temperature of 62 °C. Because of the
creased perfusion of the corresponding threshold mo
a sharp change in temperature slope occurs atTc

560 °C and the tissue temperature reaches 69 °C. W
the more general model~incorporating an Arrhenius ac
tivation function!, more tissue damage appears to p
duce a further decrease in local perfusion, which allo
the temperature to reach 73 °C. A reduction in perfus
leads to less heat loss and higher tissue temperatu
From the same simulations, Fig. 6 shows the spa
temperature distribution of following 600 s of heatin
These temperature distributions show that the loss
perfusion by tissue damage allows the higher tempe

FIGURE 4. Simulated tissue temperature dynamics at several
distances from the rf probe with no perfusion and variable
thermal diffusivity. TbÄ37 °C, TpÄ90 °C, h pÄ4.0, tÄ20,
FOVÄ46.8 mm3. Nodes: 11 3; CPU processing time: 19 s.

FIGURE 5. Simulated tissue temperature dynamics at one
location „4.6 mm from probe … with variable thermal diffusivity
and different perfusion models. TbÄ37 °C, TpÄ90 °C, h p
Ä4.0, tÄ20, FOVÄ46.8 mm3; Nodes: 11 3. Temperature his-
tory for simulations with „a… constant perfusion; „b… constant
perfusion until threshold; and „c… general perfusion model
with Arrhenius function.
-
,

s.

-

tures to be distributed further from the probe. The gre
est spread of higher temperatures is produced by
more general model.

We also simulated the tissue temperature respo
with an internally cooled probe that keeps the electro
temperature at 20 °C. This allows an increased heat in
rate while not exceeding a tissue temperature of 90
thereby avoiding vaporization. Figure 7 compares te
perature distributions for the internally cooled pro
~with and without perfusion reduction! and for the stan-
dard probe~without perfusion reduction!. The increased

FIGURE 6. Simulated tissue temperature distribution after
600 s of heating with various perfusion expressions and vari-
able thermal diffusivity. TbÄ37 °C, TpÄ90 °C, h pÄ4.0, t
Ä20, FOVÄ46.8 mm3. Nodes: 11 3. „a… Constant perfusion,
CPU processing time: 19 s. „b… Constant perfusion until
threshold „TCÄ60 °C…, CPU processing time: 60 s; „c… gen-
eral perfusion model with Arrhenius equation „AÄ2.9e37,B
Ä3e4…. CPU processing time: 119 s.

FIGURE 7. Simulations after 600 s of heating. Parameters:
aÄ0.15, vÄ0.007, TbÄ37.0, tÄ20, FOVÄ46.8 mm3, variable
diffusivity. Sim 1 assumes a standard probe with constant
perfusion: h pÄ4.0, TpÄ90.0; Sim 2 assumes an internally
cooled probe with constant perfusion: h pÄ9.0, TpÄ20.0,
CPU processing time: 22 s. Sim 3 assumes an internally
cooled probe with the Arrhenius perfusion model: h pÄ9.0,
TpÄ20.0, AÄ2.9e37, BÄ2.44e5Õ8.134.
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1158 P. C. JOHNSON and G. M. SAIDEL
heat input rate causes higher temperatures that are
tributed further from the probe. This effect is enhanc
further by perfusion reduction.

As a first step in model validation, we compare t
model corresponding simulation with preliminary da
from excised tissue~Fig. 2! in which no perfusion oc-
curs. In this case, we used the independently meas
current input and the probe temperature that vary w
time. Also, we assumed the value of thermal diffusiv
given in the literature. Consequently, there are no
known parameters in this simple case. As shown in F
8, the model simulation of the temperature distribution
several times agrees well with the corresponding exp
mental data obtained by MRI thermometry.

DISCUSSION

Modeling Concepts

The thermal model presented here describes the
temperature dynamics in tissue heated by a rf h
source. The parameter values used in model simulat
~given in the figure captions! were based on estimate
from the literature as well as comparison with expe
mental data. This model is intended to allow fast,
peated simulations for clinical guidance during a rf a
lation procedure with MR imaging. In the region whe
the temperature ranges from 41 to 60 °C, model simu
tion is especially important for prediction of therm
damage because of the continuously changing perfu
according to the temperature history. Local tissue te
perature above 60 °C is expected to produce cell de
within seconds.

A feature of this model is a heat source that decrea
with square of distance from the rf probe. Such a h
source, which obviates the need for explicit inclusi

FIGURE 8. Comparison of model simulated temperature dis-
tributed at several times corresponding to experimental tem-
perature data „using MRI thermometry … from excised bovine
liver heated with a rf probe. Simulation parameters: Tb
Ä15 °C, TpÄ68 °C, h pÄ2.7, tÄ33, aÄ0.18, FOVÄ46.8 mm3;
Nodes: 11 3.
-

d

t
s

s

electric field equations, allows much faster simulatio
The source term is an approximation that assumes
form current along the rf electrode and electrical cond
tivity is independent of temperature~Appendix B!. Any
nonuniformity would be expected to decrease with d
tance from the electrode. If quantitative analysis by co
parison of model output with experimental data fro
excised tissue indicates that nonuniformities affect
source term, then the source term can be readily mo
fied to take these into account. Each added featu
however, must be balanced against the associated a
tional computational time for simulation.

Model Simulations

By comparison of a model simulation for a spec
case with an analytical solution~Appendix A!, we deter-
mined the accuracy of the numerical solution. With ju
113 nodes, the simulations of temperature distribution
the different perfusion models are sufficiently accura
for comparison with experimental data. The computat
time varies from 10 s to 2 min using a PC. No oth
models that deal with rf ablation10,12,14,19can be solved
numerically with such speed. In fact, for a model th
includes equations for blood flow, the reported time f
one simulation was 10.3 h.10 Although this simulation
time may be reduced by an order of magnitude w
current computers, it would still be much too slow fo
use in guiding a clinical rf ablation. Although errors of
few percent occur in a region near the rf probe where
temperature gradient is large, the practical effect of t
temperature inaccuracy is not expected to be signific
In this region, the temperature is high enough to ens
that ablation occurs. When we compared model simu
tions with 113 and 213 nodes, the accuracy of the latte
is much greater, but the computational time increases
two orders of magnitude. This longer simulation tim
however, makes the simulation with more nodes unf
sible for repeated application during the process of M
guided tumor ablation.

With an internally cooled rf probe, simulation of th
tissue temperature distribution was accomplished w
about the same speed as that without internal cool
Compared with other models that incorporate coolin1

our model does not need to describe the details of
heat transfer within the probe because the model uses
measured temperature at the probe surface as a boun
condition. Also, our model simulates 3D temperature d
tribution dynamics without assuming symmetry to redu
the problem to two spatial dimensions as repor
previously.17 Such symmetry is not valid when the prob
is repositioned in a tumor for sequential ablations
when the tissue perfusion is not homogeneous.

During the ablation process, tissue perfusion is
duced by thermal damage. We simulated this reduct
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1159Simulation of rf Tumor Ablation
by either a temperature threshold function or by a tis
damage function based on local tissue temperature
tory and incorporating an Arrhenius activation functio
This latter approach is similar to that of Schwarzma
et al.17 who modeled laser-induced tumor ablation
brain tissue. In addition to the differences in applicatio
the intention of their model was to assist in pretreatm
planning rather than for guidance during ablation tre
ment as is the intention with our model; consequen
the numerical algorithm used by Schwarzmaieret al.17 to
solve their model is not particularly fast. With ou
model, even with the perfusion dependence on temp
ture history, the simulation was accomplished in ab
1–2 min. This is not as fast as needed for many repea
simulations in a 10 min ablation procedure. Howev
several modifications to the solution algorithms cou
improve the efficiency of the computations. These
clude using a different coordinate system, adaptively g
spacing, and adaptive switching between stiff and n
stiff techniques to solve the initial-value problem. Als
computational time for simulation will continue to de
crease as PC speed continues to increase significan

Model Validation and Implementation

Our preliminary study shows that the model simu
tions have characteristic behavior similar to that sho
with experimental tissue temperature distributions
quired using MR thermometry. Although current M
temperature data are not as accurate as desired for q
titative comparison of the model and optimal estimati
of model parameters, recent studies indicate that s
data will be available soon.2 When quantitative compari
son becomes possible, then the few unknown model
rameters can be estimated repeatedly for each abla
component in a clinical procedure. With this informatio
a clinician can examine scenarios with various pro
positions and power inputs as part of a MRI-guided a
lation procedure.23 Although tissue properties have som
inhomogeneity, these produce only minor effects on c
rent heating by a 500 kHz rf power source. From th
power source, the wavelength is large relative to
dimensions of both the probe and region to be ablated
that the dielectric properties of tissues can be neglect4

The quantitative validation of our models requi
comparison of the model outputs to experimental da
Model parameters can be evaluated based on nonlin
least-squares fitting of the predicted temperature distr
tion dynamics to the measured MR temperature imag
At several levels of input power, the dynamic spat
distributions of the tissue temperature field from M
images can be compared with the corresponding bioh
model prediction to obtain optimal estimates of the u
known parameters and coefficients.
-

-

n-

-
n

r,

.

t

Further experiments with excised tissue and init
intact animal models can be used to test the mathem
cal model validity. As shown with the preliminary bovin
liver experiment described above, excised tissue can
vide a basis for experimental and model comparis
This experiment eliminates the perfusion term as well
imaging difficulties such as respiratory motion. Excis
tissue experiments can also be compared with the s
tissues in intact animals to validate the model repres
tation of the perfusion dependence on temperature
tory. With a validated model, simulations of variou
power input options for each ablation step with sequ
tial repositioning of the rf probe could be used as part
the decision-making process during an ablation tre
ment. Such repositioning is essential to obtain therm
lesions that conform to the shape of the tumor.

Many improvements are needed to bring this a
proach into clinical practice. To reduce the simulati
time, improvements are needed in the numerical solut
as mentioned above. In some cases, a greater sp
resolution may be needed even though a fourth-or
spatial discretization is applied. Also, iterative adaptat
of the thermal model during a clinical ablation procedu
requires comparison of the simulations to tissue tempe
ture dynamics obtained by noninvasive MR thermome
This information would be integrated with MR anatom
cal ~tissue-contrast! images and interpreted to give info
mation about optimum sequence of rf probe orientatio
and power inputs to maximize tumor ablation with min
mal damage to normal tissue.

The key for a model to be useful in MRI guide
treatment is that the model be continually updated dur
the treatment process based on the MRI data obtaine
the experiment progresses. In our case, we will be re
timating model parameters, especially associated w
changes in the perfusion distribution, by compari
model predicted temperature distributions with MRI da
This adaptive, iterative process has not been applied
viously to tumor ablation treatment with MRI guidanc
Only by virtue of fast model simulations in the order
seconds is this iterative process feasible. The itera
process can be considered as a combination of feed
ward by model predictions and feedback from expe
mental data for reestimation of model parameters. F
thermore, model simulations can yield the optim
duration for heating to produce the desired thermal da
age for tumor ablation.

CONCLUSION

Our study demonstrates the feasibility of using r
peated model simulations of tissue temperature dynam
interactively with MR temperature and anatomical tissu
contrast imaging to help guide the process of tumor
lation. This would lead to better prediction of the effec
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1160 P. C. JOHNSON and G. M. SAIDEL
of each step in an ablation procedure so that an effici
time-saving strategy could be determined. Conseque
the potential exists for a clinician to improve the effe
tiveness and reliability of an interventional tumor ab
tion treatment.
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APPENDIX A

Heat Source from rf Current

The rf-generated heat term is derived from the curr
density and the tissue properties as follows:3

s~r ,t !5
J2

kerCP
, ~A1!

whereJ is the current density~A m22!, ke is the electri-
cal conductivity of tissue~V21 m21!, r is the density of
tissue ~kg m3!, and Cp is the specific heat of tissu
~J kg21 m21!. For the case where the probe is constrain
to a line source and the current is assumed to b
uniform average along the probe, the current density
any spatial location can be derived using conservation
charge. The current density is defined by

J5
I ~ t !

2p~r 2r p!L
, ~A2!

where I is the current~A!, L is the length of the probe
~m!, andr 2r p is the radial distance from the probe~m!.
Substituting Eq.~A2! into Eq. ~A1! yields

s~r ,t !5
I ~ t !2

~2pL !2kerCp
Y ~r 2r p!25hp~ t !/~r 2r p!2.

~A3!

APPENDIX B

Validation of Model using Analytical Solution

To obtain an analytical solution corresponding to E
~1! and its initial and boundary conditions, we simpli
the problem assuming a constant heat source and d
ing a scaled temperaturew5T2Tb so that the boundary
conditions become homogeneous:
,
,

-

]w

]t
5aS d2w

dx2 1
d2w

dy2 1
d2w

dz2 D2vw1s, ~B1!

with the initial condition:

w50, t50

and boundary conditions:

w50, x50,a; y50,b; z50,c.

We solved this problem using the finite Fourier si
transform:21

Fp,q,r~ t !5E
0

aE
0

bE
0

c

w~x,y,z,t !sinS ppx

a D
3sinS ppy

b D sinS rpz

c Ddxdydz. ~B2!

Applying the transform results in the following initial
value problem:

]F

]t
5kF1Bs ~B3!

with the initial condition:

F50,t50

where

k5A1v, A52ap2F S p

aD 2

1S q

bD 2

1S r

cD 2G ,

B@12~21!p#S a

pp D @12~21!q#S b

qp D @12~21!r #S c

rp D ,

the solution of which is

Fp,q,r~ t !5
Bs

k
@exp~kt!21#. ~B4!

Using the inverse transform
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1161Simulation of rf Tumor Ablation
w~x,y,z,t !5S 8

abcD (p51

`

(
q51

`

(
r 51

`

Fp,q,r~ t !

3sinS ppx

a D sinS qpy

b D sinS rpz

c D ,

~B5!

and substitutingf5T2Tb , we obtain the analytical so
lution for T.
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